
AN ANALYSIS OF THE CONCEPT OF GLOBALIZATION

This essay is an effort to rethink the concept of globalization, both at the First from the perspective of conceptual and
historical analysis: what are the ori-.

Multi-level governance gives expression to the idea that there are many interacting authority structures at work
in the emergent global political economy. Before the current phase of globalization, the United States of
America was a dominant country which held the essential economic power in world exports. In the s when she
was proven correct, I began a personal re-evaluation of her work on cities which has culminated in my
researches on the world city network. Thus I begin with definition exercises for first, world-systems analysis,
and second, contemporary globalization. Robinson argues not only are economic activities expanded across
national boundaries but also there is a transnational fragmentation of these activities. The period is marked by
such trade arrangements as the East India Company , the shift of hegemony to Western Europe, the rise of
larger-scale conflicts between powerful nations such as the Thirty Years' War , and the rise of newfound
commoditiesâ€”most particularly slave trade. Likewise, it also comprises globalization of markets; which is
defined as the union of different and separate markets into a massive global marketplace. This dominant
process of social change generates specific times and spaces. This is because globalization has been closely
associated with the rise of neo-liberalism, the dismantling of state mechanisms of economic protection and
redistribution built up throughout the twentieth century. Radical group Femen protest against the increase in
sex tourism into Ukraine. In contrast the South is a world of soldiers and circuses. The transport revolution
occurred some time between and  The migration and movement of people can also be highlighted as a
prominent feature of the globalization process. The concept of "proto-globalization" was first introduced by
historians A. The term describes the phase of increasing trade links and cultural exchange that characterized
the period immediately preceding the advent of high "modern globalization" in the late 19th century. Clearly I
need to engage in some careful definitional work before providing a new interpretation of how world-systems
analysis can inform our understanding of contemporary globalization. However both these arguments treat the
USA as an undifferentiated geographical unit â€” I think a good dose of Jacobsean social science is needed to
rectify this. Figure 4. Thompson has defined it as "the expansion of a global political system, and its
institutions, in which inter-regional transactions including, but certainly not limited to trade are managed".
Note that the nine cities break evenly across the three main globalization arenas, the USA, western Europe and
Pacific Asia. Global service control centres. This did not translate into workers being able to collectively
organize themselves in order to negotiate a better deal for themselves at work. In the late 19th and early 20th
century, the connectedness of the world's economies and cultures grew very quickly. This is one of the driving
forces behind global connections and trade; without either, globalization would not have emerged the way it
did and states would still be dependent on their own production and resources to work. This analysis is similar
to Figure 


